
SYNTHS

PHOTON 25
USB/MIDI Keyboard Controller

_Forty immediately accessible controls 
_Twelve knobs with three active layers
_25-key, velocity-sensitive keyboard
_Great-feeling, super-high-resolution knobs
_X/Y Joystick to control Pitch Bend/Modulation or other parameters
_4-Character LED display
_Easy template placement for virtual instruments and digital audio
workstations
_Twenty editable, storable configurations
_Three-way power:  USB Bus Power, External Adapter (Optional), Or 4
"C"-Size Batteries (Optional)
_Windows XP and Mac OS X ready

PHOTON X25
USB/MIDI Keyboard Controller with Audio

_Revolutionary AXYZ Controller Dome with 3D control over audio effects
and virtual instruments
_Complete MIDI control with ten 360° endless knobs, ten buttons, and
three active layers for over sixty immediately accessible controls
_24-Bit, 44.1/48 kHz Audio with balanced, stereo audio inputs and
outputs
_25-key, velocity-sensitive keyboard and great-feeling, full-size Pitch
and Modulation wheels
_LCD screen with dedicated encoder for fast and easy setup
_Easy template placement for instruments and DAWs
_20 editable, storable configurations
_Three-way power:  USB Bus Power, External Adapter (Optional), Or 4
"C"-Size Batteries (Optional)
_Windows XP and Mac OS X Ready

SUMO 100
100 Watt Keyboard Amplifier with Built-in DSP

_Amplifier for electronic pianos, synthesizers and PA applications
_Full-range, dual-speaker system.  Brilliant highs.  Clean, solid bass
_XLR microphone input to mix in vocals/instruments
_Built-in Stereo Effects including Flange, Chorus, Delay, Reverbs and Rotary 
_Stereo Headphone jack that disables input when plugged in
_"Stereo Link" function to use a second amp as for stereo stage application
_Master 3-band equalization section
_Built-in sturdy wheels and handles for quick and easy transport

SUMO 300 (pictured)
300 Watt Keyboard Amplifier Built-in DSP

_Amplifier for electronic pianos, synthesizers and PA applications
_Full-range, dual-speaker system.  Brilliant highs.  Clean, solid bass
_XLR microphone input to mix in vocals/instruments
_Built-in Stereo Effects including Flange, Chorus, Delay, Reverbs and Rotary
_Stereo Headphone jack that disables input when plugged in
_"Stereo Link" function to use a second amp as for stereo stage application  
_Master 3-band equalization section
_Built-in sturdy wheels and handles for quick and easy transport
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_80 Programs, each a factory preset that can be edited by the user or
restored to factory default 
_9 effects modules, each with multiple selectable effects, over 40
different effect types 
_8 different signal routing options for re-ordering effect modules 
28-bit high-quality effects including  reverbs, delays, chorus and
flanging, amp emulation and transposition
_Master volume and two tone controls 
_Simple up/down toggle switch to facilitate program changes on-the-
fly 
_Built-in auto-chromatic tuner 
_1 dual humbucker and 2 single stack humbucker pickups 
_Expression pedal input for volume, wah-wah and control over effect
parameters 
_30 hours of operation (on 4 AA batteries) 
_Stereo/headphone output on 1/4" TRS connector 
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RECORDING

PLAYMATE GUITARIST
Guitar Effects Processor
and CD Player

_Full-range guitar effects
processor with 80
editable multi-effects
_Play guitar along with
your CDs, in any key, at
any tempo
_Built-in CD player with
independent control over
key, pitch, and tempo
_Transpose music +/- 7 semitones, or half-steps
_Fine-adjust pitch +/- 8% to tune music to your guitar
_Adjust tempo from 50% to 150%
_Hi-Z 1/4" guitar input
_1/4" stereo direct input (bypasses effects processing)
_1/4" stereo line output
_Two 1/4" headphone outputs
_Guitar/CD balance control
_Easy looping of song sections
_Compatible with CD, CDR discs. No external adapter needed
_Internal power supply

GUITAR TOOLS

CD TWIN
Stand-Alone CD Duplicator

_Smart "One-Touch" CD-to-CD Backup
_Easy to use interface also allows you to make a
custom music CD using your favorite songs
_USB 2.0 Connection allows the CD-Twin to also
operate as an external CDRW drive
_Built-in headphone and line-level outputs allows
the CD-Twin to works as a stand-alone music CD
player
_Integrated LCD control panel makes it easy to
perform track-by-track or whole-disc copying
_Designed to archive music, data, photo, and
CD+G compact discs
_Includes Nero backup software for your Windows
PC

SOUND REINFORCEMENT

GIGAMIX 4CD
Powered Mixer with Built-in CD Player

_6 input channels
_Four high-gain mic/line (XLR and 1/4" balanced)
inputs with phantom power
_Two line input channels with dual, balanced 1/4"
inputs
_28-bit onboard effects
_100 onboard preset effects
_Faster setup and greater portability
_3-band EQ on every channel
_Master 9-band graphic EQ
_Built-in CD player
_Independent Main and Monitor volume controls
_200 watts @ 4ohms

XGUITAR
Electric Guitar with
Built-in DSP

guitarist seeking that special sound.  The X Guitar is a full-scale
electric guitar that features 80 editable guitar presets in one
professional package, including headphone and line outputs.  All of the
presets can be user-configured using the 9 effect modules and 8
different signal routing possibilities. 

Perfect for stage, studio or practice, the
new X Guitar by Alesis harnesses the
power of  hundreds of pedals for the



BASSFIRE 60
Bass Amplifier Built-in DSP

_Powerful 60 Watts RMS with a 12" Speaker for a Clean,
Robust Tone
_80 Built-in editable presets including True-Stereo
Effects, Amp Modeling, Chorus, Compression, Flanging,
Wah, Phaser, Reverb, Delay, and more
_Auto-sensing chromatic tuner 
_Bass, Treble, and Drive knobs
_Headphone output
_RCA inputs to connect a CD or MP3 player or a drum
machine
_"Stereo Link" output
_Expression and Footswitch inputs

COOLFIRE 15
Acoustic Guitar Amplifier
Built-in DSP

_15 watts of power with an 8"
woofer plus a 1" tweeter for a
detailed, full-range acoustic
sound
_Amp, speaker, and effects
are tailored to acoustic
instruments
_"True-Stereo" processing
with headphones or the
Stereo Link output
_Over 20 effect types
including guitar models, 12-
string simulation, delay,
reverb, and compression
_RCA inputs to connect a CD
or MP3 player or a drum
machine
_Over 80 presets that can be
edited stored and recalled
_Built-in auto-chromatic
tuner

ROADFIRE 15
Battery Operated Portable Guitar Amplifier with
Built-in DSP

_Powerful 15-watt guitar amplifier with 8" speaker
_Rugged, modern style Case
_"True-Stereo" processing with headphones or the
Stereo Link output
_Built-in guitar effect processing: Distortion,
Modeling, Compression, Chorus, Flanger, Phaser,
Wah, Delay, Reverb, and much more
_Over 80 presets that can be edited stored and
recalled
_RCA inputs to connect a CD or MP3 player or a
drum machine
_Built-in auto-chromatic tuner
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GUITAR/BASS AMPLIFIERS

WildFire 15 Guitar Amp

_15-watt RMS digital guitar amplifier with 8”
speaker

_Uses GuitarFX technology
_80 programs that can be fully edited or restored
to factory default
_9 effects modules, each with multiple selectable
effects
_Over 40 different effects, allowing for
innumerable effects combinations
_Built-in auto-chromatic tuner
_Expression pedal input for line effects
parameter control
_Stereo link
_Stereo RCA line inputs

WildFire 30 Guitar Amp 

_30-watt RMS digital guitar amplifier with 10” speaker
_Uses GuitarFX technology
_Separate drive control for quick tone manipulation
_80 programs that can be fully edited or restored to
factory default
_9 effects modules, each with multiple selectable
effects
_Over 40 different effects, allowing for innumerable
effects combinations
_Built-in auto-chromatic tuner
_Expression pedal input for line effects parameter
control
_Stereo link
_Stereo RCA line inputs

WildFire 60 Guitar Amp

_60-watt RMS digital guitar amplifier with 12” speaker
_Uses GuitarFX technology
_Separate drive, bass, and treble controls for quick tone
manipulation
_80 programs that can be fully edited or restored to
factory default
_9 effects modules, each with multiple selectable effects
_Over 40 different effects, allowing for innumerable
effects combinations
_Built-in auto-chromatic tuner
_Expression pedal input for line effects parameter
control
_Stereo link
_Stereo RCA line inputs

WildFire Guitar Amplifiers 

The WildFire series is perfect for guitarsts looking for a portable,
flexible, great-sounding amplifier with built-in FX for stage,

practice and recording. Powered by Alesis GuitarFX DSP, WildFire
amps are capable of almost any guitar sound you can dream up.

On stage, two WildFire amplifiers can be linked in stereo. With
RCA inputs for a CD/MP3 players and headphone output, WildFire

amps excel as practice tools, and their extensive range of
tonalities makes them great for recording.
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Mixers

MULTIMIX MIXERS 

with USB Audio

The MultiMix line offers a choice
of input configurations.  Studio-
quality components and effects
processing combine with rock-
solid construction. The MultiMix
mixers also have USB audio,
which allows direct computer
audio interfacing for 16-bit
simultaneous stereo input and
output using standard recording
software.

MULTIMIX 8USB

_4 high-gain mic/line (XLR and 1/4"
balanced) inputs with phantom power,
2 stereo balanced 1/4" line inputs, aux
send (can send to onboard or external
effects), stereo aux return
_100 28-bit onboard preset effects
including reverbs, delays, chorus,
flanging, pitch, and multieffects
_3-band EQ per channel with high/ low
shelving and mid bandpass/reject
_Separate 1/4" balanced main and
monitor outs, headphone out
_Integrated 16-bit stereo USB Port to
transfer audio directly between the
Multimix USB mixer and your computer
_No drivers required
_Integrated USB audio interface, Plug
and Play operation under Mac OSX
and Windows

MULTIMIX 12USB

_4 high-gain mic/line (XLR and 1/4"
balanced) inputs with phantom power,
2 stereo balanced 1/4" line inputs, aux
send (can send to onboard or external
effects), stereo aux return
_100 28-bit onboard preset effects
including reverbs, delays, chorus,
flanging, pitch, and multieffects
_3-band EQ per channel with high/ low
shelving and mid bandpass/reject
_Separate 1/4" balanced main and
monitor outs, headphone out
_ Smooth 60mm faders
_Integrated 16-bit stereo USB Port to
transfer audio directly between the
Multimix USB mixer and your computer
_No drivers required
_Integrated USB audio interface, Plug
and Play operation under Mac OSX and
Windows

MULTIMIX 16USB

_8 high-gain mic/line (XLR and 1/4" bal-
anced) inputs with phantom power, 2
stereo balanced 1/4" line inputs, aux send
(can send to onboard or external effects),
stereo aux return
_100 28-bit onboard preset effects
including reverbs, delays, chorus, flang-
ing, pitch, and multieffects
_3-band EQ per channel with high/ low
shelving and mid bandpass/reject
_Separate 1/4" balanced main and moni-
tor outs, headphone out
Smooth 60mm faders
_Integrated 16-bit stereo USB Port to
transfer audio directly between the
Multimix USB mixer and your computer
_No drivers required
_Integrated USB audio interface, Plug
and Play operation under Mac OSX and
Windows
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PLAYPACK PlayMate Vocalist Accessory Package

This portable music package is all that the aspiring or professional
requires to sing like a star. Everything is included in the attractive
PlayPack package to sing “on the go”.

_PlayMate Vocalist vocal reducer and microphone processor
_High quality dynamic vocal microphone 
_Heavy duty 25’ XLR microphone cable 
_Pair of professional high output sealed headphones 
_Rugged portable “PlayPack” mobile case 


